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The twofold cost of sex implies that sexual and asexual reproduction do not coexist easily. Asexual forms

tend to outcompete sexuals but may eventually suffer higher extinction rates, creating tension between

short- and long-term advantages of different reproductive modes. The ‘short-sightedness’ of asexual

reproduction takes a particularly intriguing form in gynogenetic species complexes, in which an asexual

species requires sperm from a related sexual host species to trigger embryogenesis. Asexuals are then

predicted to outcompete their host, after which neither species can persist. We examine whether spatial

structure can explain continued coexistence of the species complex, and assess the evidence based on data

on the Amazon molly (Poecilia formosa). A modification of the Levins metapopulation model creates two

regions of good prospects for coexistence, connected by a region of poorer patch occupancy levels. In the

first case, mate discrimination and/or niche differentiation keep local extinction rates low, and most

patches contain both species; the other possibility resembles host–parasite dynamics where parasites

frequently drive the host locally extinct. Several dynamical features are counterintuitive and relate to the

parasitic nature of interactions in the species complex: for example, high local extinction rates of the

asexual species can be beneficial for its own persistence. This creates a link from the evolution of sexual

reproduction to that of prudent predation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The coexistence of sexual andasexual modes of reproduction

is difficult at the best of times. Sexual species suffer from the

twofold cost of sex, which implies that they should be quickly

outcompeted by asexual forms that use the same resources

but can produce eggs at twice the rate (Williams 1975;

Maynard Smith 1978; Agrawal 2001, 2006). On the other

hand, asexual reproduction appears to be associated with

long-term costs such as deleterious mutation accumulation

(Muller 1964; Kondrashov 1988; Lynch & Gabriel 1990)

and limited ability to adapt to changing environmental

conditions (Bell 1982; Waxman & Peck 1999) or higher

vulnerability to parasites (reviewed in Hamilton et al. 1990).

Asexual lineages are therefore typically fairly short-lived

(e.g. Muller 1964; Lynch & Gabriel 1990; Lynch et al. 1993;

Crow 1994; Dunbrack et al. 1995; but see ancient asexuals:

Judson & Normark (1996)). Indeed, much of the literature

on the evolution of sex attempts to weigh the short-term

advantage of the twofold benefit of asexual reproduction with

the long-termbenefitsof sex, aswell as askingwhether sexhas

significant benefits that act already over shorter time-scales

(e.g. Case & Taper 1986; Kondrashov 1988; West et al. 1999;

Doncaster et al. 2000; Colegrave 2002; Agrawal 2006).
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The ‘short-sightedness’ of asexual reproduction is

present in a particularly intriguing and fast-acting form

in gynogenetic species (also known as sperm-dependent

parthenogenesis, Beukeboom & Vrijenhoek (1998),

Schley et al. (2004) and Schlupp (2005)). This is a type

of ameiotic unisexual reproduction where offspring are

formed parthenogenetically, yet egg development cannot

be completed without sperm. Since offspring of such

species are all-female, gynogenetic species can only persist

in sympatry with closely related bisexual species that offer

a continuous supply of donor males. Hence, this mode of

reproduction combines certain disadvantages of sexuality

with that of asexuality. For example, all-female fish,

Amazon mollies, Poecilia formosa, rely on closely related

heterospecific males (usually either Poecilia latipinna or

Poecilia mexicana; Hubbs & Hubbs 1932) who, in turn,

have evolved partial discrimination against Amazon

females (which is stronger in regions where Amazons

occur, Ryan et al. (1996) and Gabor & Ryan (2001); for

additional biological detail, see Heubel et al. (submitted)).

The discrimination is clearly not complete (Heubel 2004;

Schlupp & Plath 2005; Heubel & Schlupp 2006),

however, otherwise the Amazons would have been driven

extinct. The short-sightedness of asexuality occurs

because, by not suffering the twofold cost of sex, Amazons

are quickly expected to outnumber their sexual competi-

tors (Williams 1975; Beukeboom & Vrijenhoek 1998;

Schley et al. 2004). However, if this makes it impossible for
This journal is q 2008 The Royal Society
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the sexual species to persist, Amazons obviously lose their

access to males and cannot persist either.

The continued coexistence of Amazons and their host

species that they only use as sperm donors is therefore a

puzzle. Schley et al. (2004) showed that coexistence is

indeed impossible unless there are significant differences

in the competitive ability of the two species. Coexistence

could be enhanced if asexuals have a narrower niche than

sexuals (the frozen niche variation hypothesis, Vrijenhoek

(1984)). However, this may be a difficult argument to

apply for many gynogenetic species complexes. The

asexual and sexual species need to be very close relatives

for sperm to trigger embryogenesis properly (Hubbs &

Hubbs 1932; Schlupp et al. 1998), and speciation in this

case is argued to reflect a single hybridization event

(Turner 1982; Avise et al. 1991; Schartl et al. 1995) rather

than a process of niche differentiation. There is also

currently neither evidence of niche differentiation (Heubel

2004) nor differences in reproductive rates in the same

environment (Schlupp 2005). Too distinct phenotypes

would also make it relatively easy for males to develop

preferences for conspecific females (Kawecki 1988;

Schmeller et al. 2005) which, once strong enough,

could leave asexuals without sufficient sperm to persist

(Aspbury & Gabor 2004; Schlupp & Plath 2005; Heubel

et al. submitted). While close phylogenetic relatedness is

obviously not synonymous with equal competitive ability,

it in this case clearly predisposes species to use the same

resources, and together with the required physical mating

interaction of asexual females and donor males, this makes

arguments based on niche differentiation harder than

usual to apply.

Elsewhere (Heubel et al. submitted), we examine

whether male mate choice or variations in male fertiliza-

tion efficiency could promote local coexistence. The

results suggest that local coexistence is a possibility if

males very strongly discriminate against asexual females.

However, the most likely outcome is that male mate choice

is not sufficient to prevent extinction, yet extinctions with

male choice occur in a delayed fashion when compared

with no mate choice (Heubel et al. submitted). Here, we

will propose and model an alternative explanation for

coexistence of sexual and asexual reproduction in

gynogenetic species complexes, that can operate even if

there are no differences in competitive ability and if mate

choice is too weak to guarantee local coexistence. The

alternative, also alluded to by Schley et al. (2004), is spatial

structure combined with predator–prey (or host–parasite)

dynamics. Ecologically, gynogenetic species resemble

predators or parasites, in the sense that their reproduction

depends on having access to the sexual species that forms

the ‘prey’ or ‘host’ species. Indeed, they are called sexual

parasites (e.g. Hubbs 1964; Dries 2003; Gumm et al.

2006) or sperm parasites (Beukeboom & Vrijenhoek

1998; Schlupp 2005).

There are important differences to ‘ordinary’ parasit-

ism. Most importantly, sperm parasites do not directly

harm the fitness of sperm donors in the way parasites

often weaken or kill each individual they infest. However,

the situation remains harmless only if neither resources

nor sperm availability limits reproduction, which would

predict that both Amazons and the host species

can achieve their full reproductive potential. This harm-

lessness cannot be expected to last long over ecological
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time-scales (Kiester et al. 1981) for two reasons. Firstly,

asexual females compete for the same (or similar, Schley

et al. (2004)) resources as their sexual sister species and

they reproduce faster, thus continually outcompeting

sexuals. This alone could lead to extinction of the sexuals

(Peck et al. 1999). Secondly, the decline may also be

hastened because sperm limitation adds to the damage

inflicted on the host. Sperm limitation is caused by an ever-

increasing proportion of asexuals inevitably diminishing

the ratio of males to females (the latter comprising both

sexual and asexual females).

In gynogenesis, as well as in the related context of

gynodioecy where populations consist of females and

hermaphrodites, these processes can result in population

collapse due to sperm (or pollen) shortage (gynogenesis:

Kiester et al. 1981, Schley et al. 2004; gynodioecy:

Stewart-Cox et al. 2005). In the context of gynodioecy,

it has already been shown that spatial structure can help

maintain the coexistence of females and hermaphrodites

(Stewart-Cox et al. 2005). This result generalizes to a

pattern commonly found in predator–prey systems: local

coexistence is difficult or impossible to achieve, but spatial

structure can dramatically improve the prospects of

coexistence for predators and their prey in a metapopula-

tion with local extinctions and colonizations of new

patches (e.g. Holyoak & Lawler 1996; Ellner et al. 2001;

Bonsall et al. 2002). The possibility that this could apply in

the context of gynogenesis too was already raised by

Kiester et al. (1981), but this verbal assertion has never

been examined mathematically.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A model by Schley et al. (2004) showed that asexual

gynogenetic species could outcompete sexuals to extinction

when they occupied the same ecological niche. However, if

such extinctions took place within the context of a

metapopulation, it is possible that colonization of patches

could sustain the detrimental asexual behaviour. Here, we

focus on the dynamics of patch colonization and extinction. A

model of within-patch dynamics (Heubel et al. submitted),

shows that patches that are invaded by asexuals are often

expected to go extinct after a number of generations; this

number varies depending on precise assumptions of male

fertilization efficiency and to what extent males discriminate

against heterospecific matings, but it often falls between

10 and 20 generations. Based on these results, here we

simply assume that patches that contain the sperm parasite

will have a significantly higher extinction rate than patches

inhabited by sexuals only (also, the latter extinction rate

may equal zero).

As our framework, we use the Levins metapopulation

model (Levins 1969) where the environment consists of a

large number of equally sized patches. The model is not

spatially explicit. Instead, we are interested in deriving the

proportion of patches that are occupied at any given time. In

the classic metapopulation setting (Levins 1969), there is

only one species that colonizes empty patches at a rate c, and

extinction occurs in occupied patches at a rate e. This leads to

the equation dp/dtZcp(1Kp)Kep for the proportion of

occupied patches, p. The solution of dp/dtZ0 yields the

equilibrium p̂Z1Ke/c in addition to the trivial equilibrium

p̂Z0. It is clear that if eOc, the population cannot persist

(Levins 1969).



Table 1. Summary of notation used.

symbol description

p proportion of S patches, i.e. containing the
sexual species only

q proportion of B patches, i.e. containing both
species

1KpKq proportion of E patches, i.e. empty patches
cS rate at which sexuals, that originate from S

patches, colonize empty (E) patches
cA rate at which asexuals (from B patches)

colonize sexual (S) patches
a proportion of sexual colonization rate cS that is

still maintained if the departure patch
contains asexuals

b proportion of colonizations of empty (E)
patches which include both sexuals and
asexuals, to form patches with both (B)

eS extinction rate of sexual (S) patches
eB extinction rate of patches containing both

species (B)
eA rate at which patches containing both species

become sexual-only patches due to extinc-
tion of the asexuals

sexuals and
asexuals

q

sexuals only
p

e A
q

c A
pq

eSp

e
B q

(1–p–q)cS( p+   q(1–  ))

(1–p–q)   c
S   q

empty patches
1–p–q

Figure 1. Model assumptions. See table 1 for details of the
notation used, and main text for details.
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In our two-species case with asexual and sexual fish, we

will have three types of patches. In addition to empty patches

and patches that are occupied by sexuals only (proportion p),

there are also patches that contain both sexuals and asexuals

(proportion q). As a simplification, we ignore the possibility

that a patch contains asexuals only: as asexuals cannot

reproduce on their own, such populations will not persist for a

significant amount of time. For the same reason, we assume

that the extinction of sexuals in a patch will always cause the

immediate extinction of asexuals too.

To derive the sexual–asexual dynamics, the parameters c

and e in the Levins metapopulation model will be replaced by

a list of different colonization and extinction possibilities (see

table 1 for notation). We assume that patches in which the

sexual species resides alone can go extinct ‘on their own’

(rate eS), but the extinction rate is heightened to eB in patches

that contain both species. This reflects the fact that

coexistence within a single patch is difficult (Kiester et al.

1981; Schley et al. 2004), which we elsewhere show to be true

even with male mate choice (Heubel et al. submitted). The

rate eB refers to both species going extinct, due to our

assumption that the extinction of asexuals must immediately

follow that of the sexuals. Finally, it is also possible that

asexuals go extinct on their own, such that the sexual species

still survives in the patch (rate eA).

We next define the rules of colonization. It is conceivable

that some types of dispersal, such as flooding events, easily

lead to both species colonizing new patches together, but it is

also likely that some sexual populations become established

without their asexual parasites. The asexual species obviously

cannot establish new populations alone. Finally, it is possible

that the colonization rate of the sexual species depends on

whether dispersal occurs from a patch where sexuals exist on

their own, or together with their sperm parasites. These

assumptions can be captured using the following parameters:

the colonization rate of sexuals into empty patches is cS if

sexuals exist on their own, but this is changed to acS when

they share a patch with asexuals. If a!1, the presence of

asexuals in some way hampers the colonization ability of
Proc. R. Soc. B (2008)
sexuals, for example, by diminishing the number of sexuals in

a patch. When sexuals and asexuals share a patch, a fraction b

of sexual colonization events is accompanied by asexuals.

Finally, we assume that asexuals can colonize patches in

which sexuals alone have resided; this rate of invasion by

asexuals is denoted cA.

The rates of extinction and colonization are summarized

in figure 1. Taking into account the fraction of patches p and q

that provide relevant populations for the colonization and

extinction events, we obtain the dynamics,

dp

dt
Z ð1KpKqÞðcSpCað1KbÞcSqÞCeAqK cApqK eSp;

dq

dt
Z cApqC ð1KpKqÞabcSqK eBqK eAq:

ð2:1Þ

In other words, sexual patches are created through sexuals

colonizing empty patches (the frequency of which is

1KpKq), and these sexuals may originate from sexual

patches (proportion p, rate cS) or from patches containing

both species (proportion q, rate a(1Kb)cS). Sexual-only

patches can also be created by the asexual species going

extinct and leaving sexuals alone in the given patch

(proportion q, rate eA). Sexual patches (proportion p) can

be destroyed in two ways: they may cease to be sexual-only

patches through being invaded by asexuals (at a rate cAq) or

they may go extinct by themselves (rate eS). A patch that

contains both species (proportion q) can be created by

asexuals that colonize a sexual patch or by both species

colonizing an empty patch. Such patches cease to exist when

both species are driven extinct (rate eB) or if asexuals go

extinct (rate eA).
3. RESULTS
Solving for dp/dtZ0 and dq/dtZ0 yields the proportion of

patches with sexuals only ( p), the proportion with both (q)

and the total proportion of patches that contain the sexual

species ( pCq). The trivial equilibrium pZqZ0 is always a

solution of equation (2.1). Another equilibrium describes

the absence of asexuals qZ0, and in this case the model

unsurprisingly reduces to the classical metapopulation

model with sexuals only present, pZ1KeS/cS and qZ0.

This solution obviously requires cSOeS for it to be

biologically relevant (Levins 1969). There are also two

other solutions, of which one describes biologically

relevant p and q values between 0 and 1 (i.e. the
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coexistence solution). In the case of bO0, the

expressions for this equilibrium are very unwieldy.

Hence we treat the case bZ0 separately and explore

the general case bR0 numerically.

The main question is whether coexistence is possible

even if asexual sperm parasites outcompete sexuals and

cause their own demise. The local impact of the parasitic

asexual fish is strong when the ratio eB/eS is high

(i.e. asexuality significantly hastens extinction). An

example of the dynamics (figure 2) shows that coexistence

is certainly possible despite high eB/eS ratios, even if

colonization events by sexuals are always followed by the

sperm parasite too (bZ1). In figure 2a, the presence of the

asexual fish increases the local extinction rate by 25-fold

when compared with the background extinction rate of

sexuals, eS, and the dynamics show damping cyclicity

towards a stable (albeit low) proportion of occupied

patches. This prediction remains qualitatively unchanged

and also quantitatively very similar (not shown) if the

relative importance of asexuals causing extinction is

increased, up to the point where they are the only cause

of extinction (this is achieved by setting eSZ0). However,

if the relative harm of the presence of asexuals is increased

in an alternative way, by increasing eB while keeping eS
unchanged (figure 2b), asexuals will go extinct. The

system then equilibrates at the classical one-species Levins

equilibrium, with much improved occupancy prospects

for the sexual fish species (figure 2b: occupancy pro-

portion for sexual fish is 1KeS/cSZ0.9).

While figure 2 shows that coexistence is possible in

principle, it is important to study the generality of any

comparisons. Figure 2 was derived using bZ1. Before

proceeding to consider a large set of parameter values, we

will consider the special case bZ0, i.e. we assume that

patches do not get colonized simultaneously by both

sexuals and asexuals. This case yields interesting analytical

insight because the equilibria that potentially describe

coexistence simplify greatly. Setting dp/dtZdq/dtZ0 in

equation (2.1) and simplifying, one obtains candidate

equilibria,

p̂Z
eA CeB

cA

and q̂Z
AG

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

A2 CB
p

2acScA

; ð3:1Þ
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where AZcAðacSK eBÞK cSðeACeBÞð1CaÞ and

BZ4acSðeACeBÞðcAeSCcSðcAK eAK eBÞÞ.

Necessary conditions for coexistence are 0%p̂!1 and

0!p̂Cq̂!1. Any solution with coexistence must have

p̂!1, and from equation (3.1) it is clear that this implies

cAReACeB. This in turn guarantees that BO0, which

allows us to reject one-candidate equilibrium for coex-

istence: we can deduce that AK
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

A2CB
p

!0, and

AC
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

A2CB
p

O0, regardless of the sign of A. Therefore,

we can sum up that coexistence in the case of bZ0

requires cAOeACeB, and the equilibrium is described by

p̂Z
eA CeB

cA

and q̂Z
AC

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

A2 CB
p

2acScA

: ð3:2Þ

The analogy between the conditions cAOeACeB and

cSOeS is clear. The former is required for coexistence,

i.e. the parasitic asexual species must be able to persist.

The latter describes the condition allowing the sexual

species to persist alone. In both cases, a species must be

able to colonize suitable patches fast enough to compen-

sate for all of its local extinctions.

While the solutions are more complicated in the case

bR0, the numerical solutions turn out to depend relatively

little on b. Figure 3 shows coexistence conditions and the

total proportions of occupied patches p̂, q̂ and p̂C q̂ for the

two extremes bZ0 and 1, for varying values cA and eB/eS.

When cAOeACeB, coexistence is possible. It is intriguing

to note that this condition neither requires any specific

relationship between cS and cA, nor is it influenced by the

value of a (although once conditions for coexistence are

filled, the equilibrium frequencies reached will depend on

these parameters). In other words, coexistence is possible

when asexuals are either better or poorer colonizers than

their sexual hosts.

The consequences of each parameter combination for

the dynamics of sexual and asexual species are intriguing.

In figure 3, darkest areas in figure 3a,d show where the

sexual hosts persist best, in the sense of high equilibrium

frequency of sexual-only patches. The darkest areas in

figure 3c,f, on the other hand, show where the sexual

hosts persist best measured as the total number of

patches that contain sexuals, either alone or together
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with asexual sperm parasites. Both measures indicate,

unsurprisingly, that the sexual host benefits when the

sperm parasite is not a good colonizer (dark areas are

associated with low values of cA). Alternatively, the sexual

host also persists at high frequencies if the ratio eB/eS is

very low (solutions near the y-axis in rightmost graphs of

figure 3). In this case, almost all patches contain both the

sexual and the asexual species and extinctions are rare, as

are sexual-only patches.

Somewhat less intuitively, both measures also indicate

that the sexual host species benefits, in the sense of

reaching high occupancy levels, if the sperm parasite

causes local extinction very rapidly (dark areas are

associated with high values of eB/eS). This is because a

parasite that overexploits its host rapidly has itself trouble

persisting. The overall frequency of parasite-infested

patches remains low (or zero) everywhere towards the

right end of figure 3b,e, and the sexual species conse-

quently persists at a level close to its single-species Levins

equilibrium.

A more detailed look at the effect of cA, the colonizing

ability of the sperm parasite, on the dynamics reveals that

good ability to find new host patches (high cA) is not

always beneficial to the persistence of the sperm parasite

either. If sperm parasites often cause extinction of all

individuals in a patch (high eB/eS), then the values of cA
that lead to the highest prevalence of the asexual species

are intermediate ones (figure 3b,e), not the highest ones.

We can see this by looking at the dashed cross section in

figure 3b: the point represented by I shows that asexual

species first inhabit only few patches, and the proportion

of occupancy first increases with their colonization rate

(between points II and III along the cross section).

However, if the colonization rate is increased even further,

they can act to aid their own demise, as shown by point
Proc. R. Soc. B (2008)
IV of the cross section, where their occupancy fraction is

lower than at point II or III (figure 3b).

Altogether, our results also confirm that ‘parasitism’ by

gynogenesis is the correct term to apply, as the invasion of

the asexual species decreases the total abundance of the

host species, sometimes dramatically (figure 3: in the

absence of the sperm parasite, all sexual solutions would

lie in the darkest region of highest abundance). This result

applies whether or not sexual colonizations are accom-

panied by asexuals (compare bZ0 with bZ1 in figure 3),

and also regardless of the values of a and eA. The effect of a

is straightforward: if the ability of sexuals to colonize new

patches is clearly hampered when they are accompanied

by asexuals (i.e. a is low), the frequency of patches

containing both species is reduced, while the proportions

of sexual-only patches remain largely unaffected (not

shown).

The effect of extinctions in which only asexuals

disappear from a patch, leaving sexuals intact (eA), is

intriguing. The sexual species, unsurprisingly, becomes

more abundant if eA is high, which is in accordance with

the idea that the asexual species is a parasite. Yet high

asexual-only extinction rates can, under some conditions,

be beneficial for the asexual species too, in the sense that

high local extinction rates can increase the equilibrium

frequency of patches that the asexual species is able to

occupy (figure 4). This occurs if sperm parasites are very

harmful, such that the local coexistence prospects of

sexuals and asexuals are always poor (i.e. short-lived). The

parasitic species then tends to overexploit its resource, and

preventing it from doing so (high eA reverts some of the

asexual-infested patches back to a sexual-only state) then

leads to higher overall resource abundance and, conse-

quently, a larger equilibrium frequency of patches with

asexual sperm parasites (figure 4b).
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of eB depresses the overall amount of the resource (total
frequency of non-empty patches) that the asexual species
depends on. This depression is less severe when eA is high,
explaining the paradox that in (b), the frequency of patches
with the asexual species present is higher when the asexual
species suffers from a higher extinction rate eA.
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4. DISCUSSION

Our results show how spatial dynamics can be essential for

explaining the continued coexistence of systems with an

asexual species continually outcompeting its host. We

elsewhere show that even if the host species adapts so that

its males discriminate against mating with the sperm

parasite, coexistence is not a self-evident outcome of

competition. On the other hand, factors such as mate

choice or specific values of fertilization efficiency can

substantially prolong the time to extinction should it occur

(Heubel et al. submitted). The results of the current paper

show that these time-scales matter. If individuals of the

sexual host species have time to colonize new patches

while their local patch is following its transient dynamics

towards extinction, the system can reach an equilibrium

where coexistence is globally possible despite local

extinctions.

Our results show two fairly distinct parameter regions

where coexistence is possible, in the sense that most

patches are occupied at equilibrium. In one of them, the

parasitic asexual species is abundant but causes little

damage (i.e. it does not markedly increase the local

extinction rate), while in the other, the presence of the

sperm parasite is relatively detrimental to the sexual

species and causes extinctions fast, but these extinctions

also help to keep the frequency of parasitic invasion low

from the point of view of the host. Either case allows the

sexual host to persist at a frequency that is not significantly

reduced when compared with existing alone in the habitat

network. These two regions are connected by a region

where persistence is much hindered by parasitism, and the

overall frequency of occupied patches remains low in a

network of suitable habitat patches (indicated by the pale

area between the two darker slopes in figure 3).
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Which of these regions might be most relevant in

natural populations? In the case of Amazon mollies, the

first alternative requires that asexuals do not cause much

population-level damage, i.e. do not often cause local

extinction despite the assumed ability of asexuals to

outcompete sexually reproducing species (Williams

1975; Agrawal 2001, 2006). Sperm limitation that

hampers asexual reproduction more than that of sexuals

(due to male mate choice, Ryan et al. (1996) and Gabor &

Ryan (2001); or differential sperm availability, Aspbury &

Gabor (2004) and Schlupp & Plath (2005)) or competitive

asymmetries (Schley et al. 2004) could push a gynogenetic

species complex towards this solution and thus explain

coexistence. This alternative predicts that most local

habitat patches contain both species. On the other hand,

our model also shows that a gynogenetic system can also

conceivably persist without any mechanisms that favour

local coexistence. In such a case, there is a balance of local

extinctions and recolonizations, and this can lead to long-

term persistence as a metapopulation with frequent local

extinction. This requires that both species are reasonably

good colonizers. In this case, the balance of sexual-only

and jointly occupied patches depends on exact parameter

values, but in general there should be a sizeable proportion

of sexual-only patches.

Which alternative is supported by field studies? In the

case of mollies, in regions of sexual–asexual sympatry,

most local patches contain both sexuals and asexuals

(Hubbs 1964; Darnell & Abramoff 1968; Balsano et al.

1981; Schlupp et al. 2002; Heubel 2004). There certainly

is evidence for some of the mechanisms aiding local

coexistence, e.g. males from both an allopatric and a

sympatric population produce more sperm when in the

presence of a conspecific female than in the presence of a

heterospecific asexual female (Aspbury & Gabor 2004).

Furthermore, P. mexicana males transfer more sperm to

their conspecific sexual females than to Amazons

(Schlupp & Plath 2005).

However, whether such mechanisms are sufficient to

enhance local coexistence (keep eB low) requires estimat-

ing how often, and over what time-scale, the invasion of

asexuals is kept at bay or leads to local extinction. So far,

data are limited, but they show that local extinctions

definitely occur: in a field study, monitoring population

dynamics of six mixed P. latipinna/P. formosa populations

over a period of 3 years (approx. six to nine generations) at

least six independent local extinctions occurred (Heubel

2004; K. Heubel & I. Schlupp 2001–2004, unpublished

data), and they always followed a similar pattern: the

proportion of asexuals increases heavily, often until

patches become purely Amazon-occupied before collap-

sing. At several locations in central Texas, Amazons have

colonized formerly asexual-free patches, e.g. San Marcos

River in the 1950s (Drewry et al. 1958; Hubbs 1964), and

during the last decade at San Marcos Springs (Schlupp

et al. 2002), Comal River (Heubel 2004) and San Antonio

River (Edwards 2001). To sum up, currently it would be

premature to attempt to evaluate the precise values of

coexistence parameters (figure 3) for the molly gynoge-

netic complex, yet we find support both for the

importance of mechanisms that aid local coexistence and

for the role of extinction–colonization dynamics. One

should also note that transient dynamics (figure 2) can

bring asexual sperm parasites perilously close to extinction
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over spatial scales that are larger than one patch. With

added stochasticity, sizeable areas could occasionally

become free of sperm parasites before recolonization

eventually occurs.

In general, the ecological dynamics of sperm-dependent

asexual–sexual species complexes are similar to host–parasite

models. Furthermore, some of our results have good

analogues in studies of virulence evolution in microparasites.

If there was no trade-off between virulence and transmission,

pathogens should evolve to be very benign (Boots et al. 2004;

Read & Keeling 2006). However, efficient transmission is

often difficult to achieve without harming the host. This

explains theevolution of virulent strains, sometimes up to the

point that hosts tend to become locally extinct (Boots &

Sasaki 2003; de Castro & Bolker 2005). Many models agree

that local depletion of susceptible hosts can select for

somewhat lower virulence, and details of spatial structure

have a strong influence on the solutions (Read & Keeling

2006; Kamo et al. 2007, and references therein). Likewise, in

predator–prey systems, one can predict competition between

genotypes that follow a strategy of ‘prudent’ predation

(Slobodkin 1974; van Baalen & Sabelis 1995) and those who

adopt ‘rapacious’ strategies that rapidly overexploit local

populations and subsequentlyhave to relyon dispersal to find

new hosts to exploit. In a wholly asexual context, the

evolutionary outcome of this competition has been shown to

depend strongly on dispersal patterns (Kerr et al. 2006); in

other words, colonization ability.

Ours is a population dynamic model, and as such does

not consider that rates of reproduction, extinction or

colonization may evolve. Nevertheless, some of our

population dynamics consequences of the traits of the

asexual species could prove very intriguing in this context.

The parasitic nature of the asexual species predicts several

counterintuitive results where the parasite persists less well

if it spreads ‘too’ efficiently. If asexual forms locally

outcompete sexuals very quickly, then asexuals lose and

sexuals win in terms of overall abundance in the habitat. It

follows that a ‘too high’ colonization rate of asexual

individuals can lead to decreasing population-level

performance (occupancy fraction) of the asexual species.

Also, if asexual species often causes local extinction of its

host, then asexuals persist the better, the higher their own

extinction rate (figure 4). Theoretical work on dispersal

(e.g. Heino & Hanski 2001; Bowler & Benton 2005;

Kokko & López-Sepulcre 2006) as well as models of

parasite reproduction and virulence (e.g. Kamo et al.

2007), both suggest dynamic feedback between selective

pressures on a life-history trait (dispersal or reproduction)

and the trait’s dynamic, population-wide consequences.

Our results suggest that gynogenetic species complexes

could provide illuminating examples for the study of this

feedback. Because some of the predicted population-level

consequences appear counterintuitive, they might allow us

to test whether the predicted tension between individual-

and population-level benefits of dispersal (Kokko &

López-Sepulcre 2006) matters in dispersal evolution.

Spatial structure can influence competition between

sexuals and asexuals in several different ways. For

example, Salathé et al. (2006) have argued that spatial

structure will diminish the twofold cost of sexuals, because

if dispersal and competition are local, then sexual

individuals will mostly compete with sexuals and asexuals

with asexuals. This diminishes the relative reproductive
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advantage of the latter and accelerates mutation accumu-

lation due to small local population size (see also Peck et al.

1999). Our results bear more resemblance to those of

Stewart-Cox et al. (2005), who in a different context

(gynodioecious populations of flowering plants) show how

exploitative types may cause local extinction. Here, the

helping hand of spatial structure is once again closely

related to results in predator–prey and host–parasite

theories. Whether or not parasites evolve to be so

damaging that they cause local extinctions of their host

species (Boots & Sasaki 2003; de Castro & Bolker 2005), a

spatially structured environment provides means

of global coexistence as it allows a sufficient number of

hosts to escape parasitism (Holyoak & Lawler 1996;

Ellner et al. 2001; Bonsall et al. 2002). This mechanism

may be essential in explaining the maintenance of

gynogenetic organisms.

Whether spatial structure is a sufficient explanation for

coexistence is an intriguing topic for further study. It may

also act together with locally stabilizing factors such as

some degree of niche differentiation (Balsano et al. 1981;

Schley et al. 2004). Differences in susceptibility to

parasites is a possibility, as asexual forms should lack the

genetic means to find novel solutions to pathogens or other

forms of novel environments. However, a study testing for

differences in parasite loads between P. formosa and its

sexual host P. latipinna found none (Tobler & Schlupp

2005). There is more evidence for another stabilizing

mechanism, male mate choice (Ryan et al. 1996; Gabor &

Ryan 2001; Aspbury & Gabor 2004; Schlupp & Plath

2005; Gumm et al. 2006). While male choice may have to

reach unrealistically strong levels to wholly prevent local

extinctions, a weak male tendency to prefer conspecific

females can slow down extinction rates considerably

(Heubel et al. submitted). Together with the current

results this means much improved chances of coexistence.

Such models may also prove important in explaining

a wider range of behaviours that may be detrimental to

population-wide reproductive output. There is no

general guarantee that evolution steers populations away

from extinction (Boots & Sasaki 2003; Rankin &

López-Sepulcre 2005; Dercole et al. 2006; Rankin et al.

2007), but if extinctions first occur on a local scale then

sufficient recolonizing ability can aid persistence.
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